The Hearts Center welcomes you to our

2008 Freedom Conference
June 28th—July 5th
Big Sky Resort, Montana
Eight days of Self-Transcendence and Great Fun for the whole family!

Spiritual Freedom in the Coming Golden-Crystal Age
Prepare for 2012 and the Age of the Divine Feminine NOW!

“I make a plea this day to each of you to come to Montana for this year’s Freedom Conference, for as greater numbers of conscious, spiritual practitioners blend their auras and voices in this holy work, a great conflagration of sacred fire can occur that literally can raise all mankind up into the light of the new day!”

Saint Patrick 3.17.08

- Reconnect your Soul with your Higher Self
- Unite in powerful prayer sessions with hundreds of kindred souls
- Experience a spiritual transformation
- Enjoy the breathtaking natural beauty through, outdoor education activities and mountain hikes
- Become more adept in the art of compassionate communication
- Learn the 5 things you must do to prepare for 2012

For information 630-894-4410
Complete conference details and registration at
www.theheartscenter.org
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